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Abstract
Within this Final Design Review (FDR) report, the COILReef™ Senior Project concludes with all
updates reflecting results after testing. The COILReef™ is a device ideated by Cal Poly Professor
Roger Benham. It aims to provide a removeable, low-cost solution to dissipating ocean wave
energy, thereby reducing coastal erosion in sensitive areas. Current permanent solutions cost
millions of dollars, take years to construct, and sometimes produce undesirable and unintended
effects. The work presented in this document provides the foundational research, testing, and steps
taken by the team to evaluate the feasibility of the COILReef™ design as a viable solution to
reducing coastal erosion.
The team developed an understanding of stakeholder needs/wants and current solutions for
preventing coastal erosion through background research. The research also included a patent
search and technical research pertaining to the subject. The team defined the problem statement
and scope of work that will be assessed which includes various analysis techniques including a
boundary diagram, Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Gantt chart, ideation, controlled
convergence analysis, and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). A project timeline with
key milestones was defined and a plan was created to meet deliverable deadlines throughout the
duration of the project.
To evaluate the feasibility of the COILReef™, the team executed theoretical simulation using CFD
software as well as physical testing of prototypes in a waterpark wave pool as well as in a smallscale wave tank. The prototypes were built with high and low parameters for four design factors
as follows: coil diameter, coil spacing, depth of placement, and incident angle of wave impact. The
coil diameter was selected based on wave height, with the high parameter being equal to the
incoming wave height, and the low parameter being equal to one half of the incoming wave height.
The coil spacing dimensions were selected with a high parameter of eight inches, and a low of four
inches. These parameters were selected intuitively with enough of a difference between the high
and low to obtain a noticeable difference in the results. The high parameter for the depth of
placement was at the water’s surface, and the low parameter was at a depth equal to one half of
the wavelength where the orbital wave particle motion becomes negligible. Lastly, the incident
angle of impact was chosen intuitively so that the coil was parallel to the incoming wave height
for the low parameter, and at an angle of 45 degrees to the incoming wave for the high parameter.
Based on tests conducted with all combinations of high and low parameters, the data suggested
that a significant decrease in wave height was achieved by the prototype placed at the water’s
surface parallel to the incoming wave with the diameter equal to the wave height and a coil spacing
of four inches. It is the team’s recommendation that these results should be treated as preliminary
and corroborated with further testing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1) What is the COILReef™?
The COILReef™ is a solution to a problem that has plagued coastal regions and property owners
for decades. The current methods of reducing coastal erosion consist of large and permanent
installations of structures that cost millions of dollars, require many years to build, and alter the
use of the coastline. The COILReef™ is a removable device that is deployed just beyond the
breaking surf. Its primary function is to disrupt the incoming organized swell and produce a
scattered array of waves that will have significantly less impact on the shoreline, thereby reducing
erosion. A significant benefit to the COILReef™ is that it could be rapidly deployed along miles
of coastline before an incoming storm, then removed or relocated afterward.

1.2) Stakeholders
The stakeholders of this project include the sponsor, Professor Benham, and coastal regions
(residents, businesses, and cities of coastal communities). There is a constant struggle and need to
prevent beach erosion for those whose lives/lifestyles are physically and recreationally located on
shorelines.

1.3) Goals of this Report
The goal of this Final Design Review is to document the teams process and conclusions. This
report documents the scope of work, background research, design parameter selection, prototype
manufacturing, design verification testing, and results analysis that was conducted to effectively
evaluate the proposed concept.

1.4) Description of the Following Sections
The following contents of this report include the background, objectives, concept design, final
design, manufacturing, design verification, project management, and conclusion sections with
references and appendices attached at the end. The background chapter provides the report on our
team’s research and serves as the repository of information about the project. The objectives
chapter defines the project scope and establishes the goals, evaluation criteria, and deliverables for
the project. The concept design chapter discusses the process used to develop the chosen concept
and design direction. The final design section discusses the decision-making process for selecting
the parameters to test. The manufacturing section documents the materials and building methods
used to construct both the prototypes and testing apparatus. The design verification section
explains how the final design was verified and provides the results of the tests performed. The
project management section explains the process plan to complete the project successfully. The
conclusion chapter summarizes the project and agreement with the sponsor. The references and
appendices sections provide cited references and supplemental information used for the project.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1) Stakeholders/Need Research
The beginning of this project was dedicated to defining our team, defining the problem, and
performing background research on the stakeholders needs and wants. To better understand the
scope of this project, our team conducted several meetings with our primary stakeholder and
sponsor, Professor Roger Benham. During these meetings, the sponsor provided the team with the
principal needs and problem that this project aims to solve along with the details of the patented
design. The COILReef™ is envisioned to be a solution for preventing beach erosion, by also
satisfying other needs that many stakeholders desire. These desires include removability, a quality
surfing wave produced, providing a habitat for marine life, offering a less expensive solution to
manufacture and install, and allowing versatility to be used in any location. Professor Benham’s
desires were for our team to produce results from simulation and physical testing of the
COILReef™ to support the design and use of the COILReef™. To fit within the time limitations
of the Cal Poly Senior Project course, however, the team decided to focus the project primarily on
wave height reduction caused by the COILReef™. The basic design consists of rolled titanium
strip metal in a coil-shaped geometry which disrupts the wave energy passing through. The main
dimensions of the design that will be addressed in this project are the coil diameter, coil spacing,
and the depth of placement in the water column. Titanium was selected as the material of choice
due to its corrosion resistance, mechanical strength, and biocompatibility.
The team conducted an interview with two coastal engineers, Meagan and Jeremy, from the
California Coastal Commission in early February to gain a deeper understanding of direct
stakeholder needs/wants and information relevant to coastal erosion solutions. The team learned
about the different laws each state has protecting their coastlines and development per the
California Coastal Act and became aware of the legal permitting process for ocean testing. The
current solutions to beach erosion and their unintended side effects that include managed retreat,
armoring, beach nourishment, living shorelines, nature-based solution, and unmanaged retreat
were also discussed. The interview concluded with advice to have clear goals of the targets the
COILReef™ aims to achieve and insight to quantitative measurements the device can be tested for
such as the rate of energy dissipation per unit area.
The team also contacted several coastal communities and property owners locally and throughout
California. A phone interview was held with Ellyse Quick, the general manager of the Cliffs Hotel
and Spa in Shell Beach. The team learned that coastal erosion is an issue that businesses along the
coast think about everyday especially during storm seasons. Coastal erosion mitigation solutions
such as sea walls can be very effective but extremely expensive and can close businesses for years
through the building stages. Ellyse was very supportive of the COILReef™ and says that a product
like this will be life changing for properties along the coastline that need this support to keep
functioning.
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2.2) Existing Solutions
An existing solution to coastal erosion by the creation of an artificial reef is described in the video
“Artificial Reefs, the Kraken – Texas Parks & Wildlife” [1]. The artificial reef used in the video
is an old, decommissioned ship. This process was completed by vacating everything inside the
boat and cutting holes into the bottom bed which caused the ship to fill with water and sink to the
ocean floor. After six months, the underwater ship produced a thriving artificial reef, filled with
many different ecosystems and marine animals. These artificial reefs have proven to be extremely
necessary because the health of natural coral reefs is declining globally.
According to the article “Brigantine Now” [2], many beaches have placed jetties on their coastline
to combat harmful wave energy and sand displacement. Even though erosion is a natural process,
its effects are mitigated to protect coastal properties and harbors. The natural incoming of ocean
waves causes sand to be deposited in months when the waves are relatively calm and removes sand
during months of storms and larger ocean waves. During the cycle, a beach may lose or gain too
much sand as deemed by the coastal property owners and environmental authorities. These jetties
interrupt the natural flow of water and control erosion, along with some unintended side-effects.
Figure 1 illustrates the use of jetties to prevent the longshore transport of sand. Unfortunately, a
down-drift is created on one side of the jetty, while the sand accumulates on the up-drift side. The
solution to this problem is to erect another jetty, but the process continues indefinitely.

Figure 1. Diagram depicting the unintended effects of jetties (groins) [2]
The article by the Climate Technology Centre and Network [3] discusses wave breakwaters.
Breakwaters reduce the intensity of wave action in inshore waters. They also act as small structures
designed to project against a gently sloping beach to reduce the coastal erosion. These structures
are appropriate for use in areas where poor soil conditions make a fixed breakwater unfeasible.
They do not affect water flow, fish migration or movement of sediment.
Perhaps one of the closest competitors to meeting all of the design features of the COILReef™
comes in the form of Reef Balls (Patent US5836265A) [4]. A Reef Ball is a concrete dome with
holes through its exterior to allow for marine life growth. When several hundred Reef Balls are
placed just offshore, the effect is an erosion reducing haven for marine life. Figure 2 below shows
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an aerial view of hundreds of Reef Balls deployed in Antigua with the goal of reducing coastal
erosion and providing a habitat for the various forms of marine life in that area. Reef Balls are
inexpensive to produce, effective at reducing erosion, effective at cultivating marine life, and have
proven to be durable over time.

Figure 2. Hundreds of Reef Balls deployed off Maiden Island, Antigua [4]
Another current solution to coastal erosion is the breakwater tube. These devices are long barriers
made of concrete or synthetic fabric that are installed along a shoreline or just offshore. Waves
break on the tube and transfer energy, leaving much smaller waves that impact the shore. Figure 3
below shows a breakwater tube deployed just offshore from a sandy beach and a wave energy
reduction zone is labelled.

Figure 3. Image of breakwater tube installed just offshore of a sandy beach [5]
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Existing patents and patent applications for some designs of breakwaters, breakwater tubes, and
reef balls can be found in Appendix A, which contains links to additional patents trying to
accomplish similar goals as COILReef™.
The patent for the COILReef™ design (Patent US20200208365A1) was applied for under the
description “Removable reef and barricade system, appurtenances, and means of manufacture”
[6]. Figure 4 below is an illustration from the pending patent. It is described as a removable system
implemented with the capability of dissipating wave energy, reducing coastal erosion, promoting
marine life growth, and creating specifically contoured waves for recreational use. The patent
information for the COILReef™ can be found in Appendix D.

Figure 4. Illustration of an implemented COILReef™ system [6]

2.3) Technical Research
2.3.1) Consequences of Existing Solutions
Besides the potentially high cost, one serious consequence of current wave energy dissipation
designs is the permanent nature of the installation. Because of the effects of a multitude of factors,
it is often very difficult to predict the long-term results of the installation. In some cases, there
have been undesirable or unintended effects such as an increase in erosion, sand migration, a
negative impact on an environmentally sensitive area, or a loss of a recreational asset associated
with the coastal area.
2.3.2) Ocean Wave Formation
To combat this extremely powerful wave energy, it is important to understand what waves are, and
how they are generated in the ocean. Most ocean waves originate from wind blowing steadily
across the surface of the water. Over time, the friction on the water’s surface from the sustained
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wind causes ripples to form (known as capillary waves). The capillary waves continue to grow to
become gravity waves, in which the wave motion is sustained by the restorative force of gravity
which attempts to restore equilibrium to the water’s surface. The gravity waves continue to grow
and be fueled by the wind until their speed matches the wind speed. For thousands of miles, these
waves travel across the ocean and become groomed into organized wave sets. As the organized,
powerful waves travel towards the shoreline, the shallower water decreases the wave speed. This
in turn causes the wavelength to become shorter and the peak heights increase. These wave peaks
become unstable as they move faster than the water below them and they break forward, crashing
onto the shore. [7]
According to the article, “Motion in the Sea” [8], waves motion transfers a disturbance from one
particle to the other. This disturbance is propagated through the entire wave with very little lateral
motion. It is also noted that these disturbances appear to be propagated with constant speed
distributions.
The velocity of traveling waves on the ocean is dependent on the wavelength and depth of the
water. The equation modelling wave velocity can be seen below. [9]
𝑔𝜆
𝑑
𝑣 = $ tanh (2𝜋 )
2𝜋
𝜆
𝜆 = 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑑 = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ

(1)

𝑔 = 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

One key feature of transverse ocean waves is that they bend and diffract similarly to other
transverse waves, including light waves. In 1803, Thomas Young [10] performed his famous
double-slit experiment which challenged the existing particle theory of light and introduced the
concept that light behaves both as a particle and a wave. In his experiment, Young focused
monochromatic light from a distant source at a thin sheet of metal with two narrow slits in the
sheet. What he observed on the screen behind the slits is that there were bright patches of
constructive interference, and dark patches of destructive interference. This phenomenon was very
similar to what he observed in another experiment with two sources of sound waves that caused
interference with each other. Therefore, he concluded that light diffracts as a wave as seen in Figure
5 below.
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Figure 5. Image depicting how a wave diffracts through slits [11]
As seen above, when an organized wave source encounters a slit passage, it diffracts in a circular
pattern. If multiple stages of slit passages are placed in the path of the wave, the level of disruption
to the organized form of the original wave increases greatly. This principle is key to designing the
COILReef™ as it can act as a barrier with multiple slits (spaces between coils). The scattering
effect on the waves would cause the ocean waves to break in many directions along a coastline,
therefore reducing the direct onslaught of an organized swell. A biproduct of the diffraction
through the slits is constructive and deconstructive interference. If engineered precisely, the
COILReef™ could produce many peaks of increased wave height for surfers to enjoy while in
other areas the wave height could be reduced to zero.
2.3.3) Ocean Wave Particle Motion
It is very difficult to describe ocean waves in one single and simplified model as any such
description will not be sufficient to describe the complexity of waves and apply to all cases.
However, some of the information learned that can be used in evaluating the COILReef™ will be
summarized below. Figure 6 delineates the rotating path motion of wave particles that decreases
with water depth.
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Figure 6. Coastline geometry and the effects of ocean wave shape [12]
The experimental shape of an ocean wave is described as a trochoid, which is defined as the curve
traced out following a single point on a circle as the circle rolls along a line. This waveshape is
illustrated in Figure 7 below [9].

Figure 77. Trochoidal waveshape of an ocean wave [9]
The trochoidal waveshape results from experimental observations that water particles follow a
circular motion path as a wave moves through the water. The motion of the water is forward (in
the direction of the wave) as the peak of the wave passes, but backward as the trough of the wave
passes. The diameter of the circular motion is approximately halved at 1/9 of the waves’
wavelengths, and at twice that depth the orbital motion becomes flatter, exhibiting more lateral
motion. [9]
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There are two distinct ocean waves that concern beach erosion - constructive and destructive
waves. Constructive waves deposit material along the coastline. Figure 8 below illustrates a
constructive wave type and its features.

Figure 8. Constructive ocean wave types [12]
Constructive waves are usually slow moving, small, and low energy waves. These waves have a
small wave height, a long wavelength, and a low frequency. A characteristic of constructive waves
is that they tend to form wide, flat, and sandy beaches because of the weak backwash and strong
swash. Swash in oceanography refers to a turbulent layer of water that washes up on the beach
after an incoming wave has broken. Swash is responsible for moving beach materials up and down
the coastline. [13]
Destructive waves are large, powerful, and high energy breakers that erode the coastline. Figure
9 below depicts a destructive wave.

Figure 9. Destructive ocean wave type [12]
Destructive waves have large wave heights and a short wavelength between crests. These are
steeper waves that curl over and plunge when they break, tending to carry material such as beach
sand away from the shore. These waves are characterized by a high downward force when they
break and strong backwash that contributes to eroding the beach which creates narrow and steep
beach profiles. [12]
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2.3.4) Effect on Marine Life
According to the U.S. Department of the Interior, artificial reefs, such as the COILReef™, benefit
marine life by providing shelter and protection for marine bio-growth. This, in turn, benefits the
health of the overall ocean ecosystem [18].
Additionally, there was a Summer Undergrad Research Program conducted by the Cal Poly
Materials Engineering department in 2019. They specifically tested the sustainability of scrapped
titanium as a repurposed building material for artificial reefs, and measured bio-growth on a
titanium coil prototype submerged in the ocean for a period of 50 days.
There were several key findings from this research, that are directly applicable to the COILReef™
and its interaction with marine life. First, surface roughness of the material used was not a large
factor that contributed to bio-growth. In fact, the depth at which the COILReef™ was placed had
much more of an impact on marine life growth than surface finish.
After the 50-day period, the coil used in the SURP proved to be an adequate shelter for marine
life, such as barnacles, rock scallops, nematode eggs, worms, slimes, and algae. These prove to be
very promising findings for the future of the COILReef™, as one of the goals of this device is to
support the growth and sustainability of marine life.

Chapter 3: Objectives
Cal Poly Materials Engineering Professor Roger Benham needs a way to predict the wave energy
dissipation caused by his COILReef™ device and refine its dimensions for the optimum
application. There is a significant environmental need for coastal regions to dissipate ocean wave
energy to prevent beach erosion and the COILReef™ aims to solve this. Results of the
COILReef™ will be demonstrated through theoretical modeling, simulation, and physical testing
to support the optimized design and application of the COILReef™ device.
While there are many steps involved in producing the COILReef™, Figure 10 below shows a
boundary sketch for the focus of this project.
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Figure 10. Boundary sketch of the project scope.
As seen above, the primary goal of this project is to optimize the design of the coil reef to
effectively reduce coastal erosion by dissipating ocean wave energy. The testing for marine life
growth, surfing wave produced, and conceptual deployment methods will not be included in this
project.

3.1) Needs and Wants Table
Table 1 below provides a summary of the needs and wants of the stakeholders for this device.
Table 1. Summary of needs and wants of stakeholders.
Needs

Wants

Effectively reduce coastal erosion
Removeable
Non-toxic, corrosion resistant materials
Durable – will last in a turbulent and corrosive
environment

Produce a quality surfing wave
Cultivate a marine ecosystem
Cheaper alternative to current effective solutions
Easy to install and remove
Does not disrupt the use of coastal areas or
impose safety risks on recreation, boats, or marine
life

Widespread deployment (in any location)

The information given in the table was generated through multiple conversations with our primary
stakeholder, Professor Roger Benham as well as through email interviews with other stakeholders
such as surfers and coastal property owners. The “needs” of the project are the basic requirements
to design a product that would be useful and competitive in the current market. The “wants” are
all intended to be included in the design but may be sacrificed if they compromise a “need” during
the design process.
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3.2) Quality Functional Deployment House of Quality
The Quality Function Deployment is a useful tool that aides in defining the problem, identifying
stakeholders, listing specifications, and prioritizing the design. It is based on a house of quality
diagram and allows the design team to trace correlations between specifications and stakeholder
needs. See Appendix B for the house of quality diagram.
Starting on the left, the “Who” section defines the stakeholders. Directly to the right of that is the
“What” section which describes the needs and wants of all the stakeholders. The columns below
each stakeholder in the “Who” section are numbered from one to ten based on the perceived
importance of each need/want to that specific stakeholder. Above and to the right of “What” is the
“How” section in which the engineering specifications for the project are listed. Each specification
is given a marker to decide whether it holds a strong, moderate, or weak relationship to the need
/want in the rows below the specification. Above each specification, another marker is placed to
indicate whether that specification should be maximized, minimized, or targeted. At the top of the
diagram is the “roof” which is used to indicate a correlation between specifications. For example,
the weight of the reef is positively correlated with the raw material cost because, simply put, a
heavier reef would require more raw material to build. On the right side of the diagram is the
“Now” section which rates the COILReef™ and its current competitors on a scale of one to five
against each need/want. This section provides a quick comparison of the COILReef™ product to
current products being used on the market. Lastly, the “How Much” section at the bottom of the
diagram lists quantifiable target values for each specification. While many of these targets are
unknown at this stage of the project, a selected range of values was placed in the columns that are
to be determined during the design process. Again, the COILReef™ is rated amongst its
competitors in the rows below the target values to provide another comparison of how well each
product could achieve the specified target.

3.3) Engineering Specifications and Risk Assessment
To ensure a successful project, there are certain specifications that must be met. Table 2 below
details the specifications that were listed on the house of quality diagram.
Table 2. Specification list and risk assessment of associated targets.
Spec
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Specification

Target

Raw material cost
Cost of installation
Manufacturing cost
Weight
Diameter
Length

$1,000 per coil
$5,000 per coil
$250 per coil
60 lbs
11 ft
60 ft
75% breaker height
Wave energy disruption
reduction
Reduction in coastal
0% annual decrease
erosion
of beach area
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Tolerance

Risk*

Compliance**

Max
Max
±$500
±50 lbs
±10 ft
±50 ft

L
M
L
L
L
L

T
A,I
A,I,T
A
A
A

Min

H

A,T

Max

H

I,T

*Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (T) Testing
Because the COILReef™ is a novel idea, the risk of it not achieving its main goals better than
existing products is significant. Based on existing prototypes constructed by Professor Roger
Benham, we do not foresee any risk of meeting the building specifications; but the wave energy
disruption as well as the effective reduction in coastal erosion remain to be seen.
Wave energy dissipation is one of the primary specifications for the COILReef™. There are a
variety of ways wave energy can be measured for dissipation. One is by analyzing the breaker
height, as a wave’s energy is directly proportional to its height. Another is by using an
accelerometer to measure wave height versus frequency. This gives an accurate reading of a
wave’s energy as well. Regarding coastal erosion, a means of testing would be to take aerial
photographs before and after the implementation of the COILReef™, to compare any change in
coastal surface area.

Chapter 4: Concept Design
4.1) Concept Design Process
The concept ideation process consisted of performing a functional decomposition, utilizing Google
Jamboard, creating ideation models, creating a concept prototype, and performing a controlled
convergence study. This process was used to develop, evaluate, and select top concepts for the
direction of the project.
4.1.1) Ideation Results
Functional decomposition is a tool the team used to break down the overall function of a device or
process into smaller parts. The function tree diagrams, shown below in Figure 11 and Figure 12,
were created to visualize different tasks and subtasks that make up the design problem. These
diagrams were beneficial in delineating how the larger and most general function splits into smaller
sub functions. Each box represents a function that is simply a task performed by a device or system.
Figure 11 represents the functional decomposition tree diagram for the COILReef™ device itself,
with the primary function of dissipating ocean wave energy, which is then split into smaller
subfunctions.
Dissipate Ocean
Wave Energy

Reduce Beach
Erosion

Enhance Surfing
Wave

Increase length
of wave ride

Control wave
steepness

Enhance Marine
Life Growth

Prevent pollution

Attribute: Usable
in many
locations

Attribute:
Removability

Attribute:
Corrosion
resistant

Provide shelter

Attribute: Nontoxic material

Figure 11. Functional Decomposition Tree Diagram of COILReef™
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The team created a second tree diagram that describes the scope of the project goals more clearly
as shown in Figure 12 below. This diagram describes the function tree for the primary function of
evaluating the feasibility of the COILReef™ design and device, which is split into subfunctions.

Figure 12. Functional Decomposition Tree Diagram of Testing the COILReef™
Ideas for the functional decomposition trees were generated through brainstorming sessions using
Google Jamboard and the results are included in Appendix E. Using this tool, the team members
freely wrote ideas on sticky notes for each function to generate as many ideas as possible.
The team developed ideation models using basic materials that were available to visualize some
key aspects of the design ideas. These were very simple and quick builds to evaluate validity of
design ideas and to develop new ideas. The ideation models created are shown in Appendix F.
Performing the different ideation analyses resulted in a reduced list of selected ideas for each of
the desired functions.
4.1.2) Pugh Matrices
Pugh matrices were created for each of the desired functions. The Pugh matrices created are shown
in Appendix G. A Pugh matrix compares the concept ideas for a specific function against a set
criterion and uses a datum to compare each concept against. The datum meets the criteria best with
a score of 0. Each concept idea is scored using a (+), meaning better than the datum, a (-), meaning
worse than the datum, or a (S), meaning the same as the datum. The customer needs/wants from
the QFD process were used as the criteria. Pugh matrices helped to compare and eliminate the
weakest concept ideas based on the relation to the design criteria. The Pugh matrices created are
shown in Appendix G. For the team design direction of producing results from simulation and
physical testing, it was more beneficial for the team to compare top concept ideas in a combined
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Pugh matrix. The Pugh matrix analysis gave the team insight into how the different concept ideas
compared to each other against the criteria and helped to move forward with the top ideas. This
analysis showed the feasibility of each design and supported the selection of the top concepts.

4.2) Top Concepts
After completing ideation and Pugh matrix analysis, the team considered feasibility in application
and manufacturability to select the top eight concept models. Figure 13 below shows crude
sketches depicting the top concepts for physical and simulation response testing. The top simulated
response concepts included Ansys Fluent CFD simulation, Simlab mechanical simulation, and
theoretical calculated response. Each of these software programs and models demonstrated
potentially strong capabilities to produce responses that will support the use and design of the
COILReef™. As discussed in Chapter 5, Ansys Fluent was ultimately determined to be the best
software for simulating the COILReef™’s interaction with wave energy.
The top physical response concepts included ocean testing, wave pool testing, sound wave testing,
and light wave testing. The ocean testing and wave pool testing are similar concept ideas that
involve testing the COILReef™ in the actual environment it was designed to be used in. These
two tests should provide the greatest results of the COILReef™ response to give insight on how
rotating ocean wave particles interact with the device. The idea behind sound and light wave testing
was to understand how other wave forms interact with the COILReef™. These tests could be used
to test for constructive and destructive interference to then predict how water waves will interact
with the system.

Figure 13. Top Concept sketches for simulated and physical response

4.3) Design Direction Selection Process
The selection process to decide the most effective testing method for the COILReef™ was ultimately
concluded with a weighted decision matrix. Our two main categories of testing were simulation
via software, and physical testing with a prototype. The respective matrices can be seen below in
Figure 14 and Figure 15 .
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Figure 14. Weighted decision matrix to aid in the decision of which testing method to use for a
simulated response of the COILReef™ to the specified criteria.

Figure 15. Weighted decision matrix to aid in the decision of which testing method to use for a
physical response of the COILReef™ to the specified criteria.
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In the simulated response matrix, three different simulation software, as well as a calculated
mathematical theoretical response, were compared. The Ansys Fluent CFD software was most
heavily weighted due to experience with the product. It has functions designed specifically to
simulate open channel flow with a free surface where wave height and period can be explicitly
defined. It also has adaptive mesh capabilities with parallel process threading to decrease the
calculation time of the simulation. Based on a conversation with Professor Andrew Davol in the
Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Department, Adams software was also recommended in place
of Simlab for its similar functionality to Ansys Fluent. While Simlab software can be an effective
tool for animating the orbital motion of wave particles, Professor Davol advised that it would not
produce accurate results of the COILReef™ response to water wave energy. Basically, each
orbiting particle would have to be modelled as a sphere and assigned an arbitrary mass in order for
Simlab to calculate the impact forces of a particle on the COILReef™ structure. While any
assigned mass would produce an animation showing the particles bouncing off the COILReef™,
the impact forces would not be accurate unless the total mass of the water wave could be divided
into individual particles. Even so, Simlab could serve as a useful demonstration tool to show the
orbital motion of wave particles.
Regarding the theoretical mathematical model, Professors of Fluid Dynamics, Hans Mayer and
Kim Shollenberger were consulted to discuss the possibility of developing a mathematical model
to predict the response of the COILReef™. It was their recommendation that a mathematical model
should not be attempted due to the plethora of assumptions needed to simplify the calculations.
These assumptions would ultimately simplify the model so much that it would be useless. To
summarize the decision matrices, the Ansys Fluent CFD software had the highest score in the
weighted decision matrix as a way to simulate the response of the COILReef™ to wave energy
passing through the device. Other criteria, such as cultivating a marine ecosystem and corrosion
resistance, could not be tested with the Ansys software. Those criteria were lightly weighted,
however, since the main goal of the COILReef™ is to dissipate wave energy.
In the physical testing decision matrix, two water wave methods were compared with sound and
light wave testing against the same set of criteria given in the simulated response matrix. While
testing in the ocean received the highest score due to its ability to test every criterion of the
COILReef™, wave pool testing was a close second. Wave pool testing was determined by our
team to be the most effective preliminary physical testing method due to its repeatability and
controllable conditions. For both the simulated response and the physical response, it was
important to test the main function of the COILReef™ before addressing other criteria. Therefore,
the wave pool testing took precedence over ocean testing until design dimensions could be
narrowed down to a few different sizes.

4.4) Selected Concept
Based on the paragraphs above, it was our decision to select the most effective dimensions for the
COILReef™ by method of trial and error. The variables needed to finalize the COILReef™ design
were as follows: coil diameter, coil spacing, placement of the COILReef™ in the water column,
and the incident angle of wave impact. To begin trial and error, the team focused primarily on the
relationship between the coil diameter and the incoming wave height to base dimension selection.
Figure 16 shows the CFD study in Ansys to visualize possible dimensions and placement of the
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COILReef™ with respect to the water’s surface. For this particular study, a diameter equal to the
wave height was selected with the material width equal to the coil spacing. The COILReef™ was
also placed just under the surface of the water. Parameters were selected in Ansys to produce a
wave at the inlet nearest the coil, then the effects of the coil on the wave could be seen down the
remainder of the channel.

Figure 16. Initial CFD study using Ansys Fluent. A contour of the water’s surface was produced
to demonstrate possible placement of the COILReef™ in the water column.
Figure 17 below is an image of the concept prototype constructed by Professor Roger Benham.
This prototype was constructed from thin strip steel and needed longitudinal ribs to provide
structural support to the coil.
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Figure 17. COILReef™ Concept Prototype
Once the dimensions were narrowed down to a few possible combinations of variables, physical
models were built and tested in a wave pool as discussed in Chapter 7. For ease of manufacturing,
thin strip steel was the material of choice for the early prototypes and titanium was used as the
material for the final design due to its corrosion resistance and biocompatibility with marine life.
As seen in Figure 17 above, longitudinal ribs spot welded to the coil with beads rolled down their
centers provided enough stiffness for the coil to retain its shape when deployed amongst the waves.

4.5) Preliminary analyses and tests
As mentioned in Chapter 4.3, a mathematical model for the COILReef™ was deemed ineffective
due to the large number of assumptions necessary to simplify the calculations. Instead, CFD
software was utilized. Specifically, in Ansys Fluent, waves were specified by their height and
wavelength. The software then used third-order Stokes equations to calculate the free surface
motion of the interface between the water’s surface and the air inside the control volume. The
waves were set to propagate into the control volume at the inlet nearest the coil and exit through a
“zero pressure” outlet away from the coil. The coil was placed closer to the inlet since the waves
are fully developed as they enter the control volume, and the analysis focused on the effect of the
wave after it has passed through the coil. The walls around the control volume were set to allow
slippage of the fluids without shear stress or boundary layers in order to simulate an open ocean
environment. With these stated parameters, the dimensions and placement of the coil inside the
control volume could be accomplished rather quickly in order to produce new simulations for each
configuration. Even so, there were many other hurdles and limitations encountered with Ansys
Fluent that led to a single simulation of a simplified model produced as discussed in Chapter 7.
We selected two methods of measuring the wave energy dissipation after the wave had passed
through the coil including accelerometers and cameras. Waterproof accelerometers were
suspended in the water and used to measure the dynamic acceleration of the water before and after
the coil. Double integration of the water’s acceleration in the vertical direction resulted in a
numerical value for the vertical displacement of the water, also known as wave height. The wave
height values before and after the COILReef™ could then be compared to evaluate the
effectiveness of the geometry being tested. Similarly, cameras were mounted in a wave pool to
capture photos and video of a wave before and after it passed through the COILReef™.
Specifically, a camera was set up on one side of the wave pool to collect profile images of the
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incoming waves. On the wall opposite the camera, a painted stick with known distance increments
was attached. First, a wave without the COILReef™ could be measured by freezing a frame from
the camera at the moment the wave passed by the painted lines. Then the same procedure could be
completed with the COILReef™ installed and the resulting difference in wave height between
waves of the same initial height could be analyzed.
Fortunately, some marine growth and durability testing has already been completed for the
COILReef™ design. In the summer of 2019, two Materials Engineering students from Cal Poly
participated in the Summer Undergraduate Research Program Symposium, or SURP [15]. They
teamed up with our sponsor, Professor Benham, to study the biogenesis rates and tensile strength
of spot-welded titanium coils deployed off the Cal Poly Pier in Avila Beach, California. They
concluded that the biogenesis rates of titanium were more dependent on the depth than the surface
roughness above 23.5 feet. They also concluded that uniform inter-granular fractures from heat
treatment in the titanium produced a slightly higher tensile strength than non-uniform. More
relevant to our material selection, after 49 days submerged, the COILReef™ had invertebrates
such as barnacles, rock scallops, nematodes, and worms; as well as many slimes and algae covering
the titanium surfaces. See Appendix H for a poster summarizing the 2019 SURP.
After a meeting with a Cal Poly statistical consultant, Professor John Walker, more understanding
was gained on experimental set up and result analysis. In order to test the feasibility of the
COILReef™ in the most time effective way, it was recommended that a full factorial experiment
be conducted. Two levels for each design factor were determined, then prototypes with each factor
and level combination were manufactured, and a random test order executed for testing those
prototypes. One issue that was noted by Professor Walker was that the current CFD model selected
for building simulations has no random error associated. This means that two simulations with the
same parameters would produce the same exact results – something that is not true to physical
tests. The benefit of applying statistics to the test results are that a greater resolution of the results
can be achieved if the random error is identified and isolated. This cannot happen with a computer
simulation and minor effects from changes in the variables may be attributed to the input
parameters of the simulation not matching real world conditions. Therefore, it was concluded that
we should reserve the CFD simulations for demonstrative animations of the function of the
COILReef™ and to reinforce our results from physical testing. Each factor consisted of a high and
low level to determine if either had any significant effect on wave energy dissipation. For our four
variables mentioned in Chapter 4.4, two modes for each variable resulted in sixteen possible
combinations of these modes. Two of those variables dealt with the placement of the COILReef™,
so that left four prototypes to be built, each with its own random combination of variables.

4.6) Design Hazards, Risks, and Safety
In preparation for moving forward in the design process with any testing and manufacturing, the
team considered the safety risks and hazards pertaining to the COILReef™. The team created the
Design Hazard Checklist and Design Hazard Plan shown in Appendix I These documents focused
the attention of the team on the most common potential hazards to evaluate if they were present in
our design. Boxes that were checked “yes” in the checklist require special attention in the plan
which describes the hazard and a list of corrective actions to take place.
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4.7) Outstanding Challenges and Concerns
After deciding to design the dimensions of the COILReef™ through trial-and-error testing, the
largest outstanding challenge was to methodically test each combination of variables to narrow
down the selection for physical testing. As mentioned in Chapter 4.4, the main factors of the
dimensions include coil diameter, coil spacing, placement of the COILReef™ in the water column,
and the incident angle of wave impact. As there are an infinite number of combinations that could
be tested, one possibility was to design the dimensions around the wave parameters. For example,
we could first test a coil diameter equal to the wave height, then try a diameter equal to threequarters of the wave height, and so on. The same method could be applied for placement in the
water column. Using this method assumed that the COILReef™ would be most effective for a
specific wave height and must be scaled for different conditions. Therefore, upon deployment in
an ocean environment, dimensions must be selected to meet an average wave height for a given
location. Dimensions based on an average wave height for a given location could be problematic,
however, if the COILReef™ were intended to be most effective in reducing wave energy during a
storm when the waves are significantly larger than average. If the COILReef™ needed to be
preemptively scaled larger to combat seasonal storm waves, it may be too large to remain under
the surface of the water in certain areas during a calm season. This could produce an eyesore for
coastal areas and limit the recreational use for boats and swimmers.
Some other outside challenges the team considered were how the ocean environment would react
to the COILReef™. Although the testing done by the Materials Engineering students during SURP
in 2019 [15] yielded promising results for the biogenesis rates on a titanium coil, the results were
largely dependent on the depth of the coil in the water. If the COILReef™ were most effective for
wave energy dissipation near the surface of the water, then the growth of marine life on the coil
could be largely diminished. Although this is not necessarily a bad thing, it would be ideal to create
a marine habitat for various forms of sea life.
Great creativity and brainstorming were required to overcome the challenges mentioned above,
but more answers to questions will be discovered in further testing and research. While most of
the concerns are largely speculative, they were important to consider throughout the design and
testing of the COILReef™.

Chapter 5: Final Design
The final design of the COILReef™ consists of two coil ribs and one material band that is rolled
into a coil shape between the two ribs. Although the design is determined, the dimensions of the
design are not fixed. The coil diameter, coil spacing, coil rib length, and material width are all
parameters that can be adjusted to best suit the conditions of application that depend on variables
such as swell direction and wave height. The coil ribs and material band for our final design and
verification prototypes are both fabricated using .0315” X 1.458” Titanium strap which has been
provided to the team from the sponsor Professor Benham. Titanium is the material of choice
because it has a high strength-to-weight ratio and has a high resistance to corrosion in sea water.
This material was tested during the summer 2019 SURP project as discussed earlier, and
referenced in Appendix H. The COILReef™ will be submerged offshore in the ocean and will
dissipate the ocean wave energy by creating destructive interference of the rotating water particles
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that pass through the coil-shaped device. According to the textbook Oceanography: An Invitation
to Marine Science, the transfer of energy between water particles is in a circular path which
transmits wave energy across the ocean surface [16]. The coil shape geometry will act as a trap
essentially, where the orbiting wave particles will enter the coil and be scattered by the coil slits.
This will result in dissipated wave energy that exits the other side of the COILReef™ and will
ultimately reduce beach erosion because of decreased wave height impacting the shore. This
design will aim to meet all specifications as detailed in the remainder of this chapter.

5.1) Detailed Design Description and Functionality
Figure 18 below is the assembly drawing of the COILReef™ indicating all the components of the
final design. As mentioned earlier, the verification prototypes that the team has fabricated for
testing are made from 0315” X 1.458” Titanium strap. The fabrication process is detailed further
in Chapter 6.
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Figure 18. COILReef™ Assembly Drawing
The complete detailed drawings can be referenced in Appendix J. This drawing was created for
one of the test prototypes which has a diameter of 1ft and 8in coil spacing. The coil rib length is
6ft. These parameters were chosen based on the conditions the team will be using this prototype
in for testing at the Ravine Water Park in Paso Robles.
Part of the design for this project also included test and analysis design, in which we needed to
create procedures for assessing the feasibility of the different coil configurations. Ultimately, our
team developed three methods for testing the wave energy dissipation of different coil
configurations: Large-scale wave pool testing, small-scale wave tank testing, and CFD simulation.
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Throughout the span of this project, all three types of testing were developed and completed, and
the results are detailed in this document. Further specifications of the tests are covered in more
detail in chapter 7.

5.2) Specifications met by design
As both the physical and ongoing CFD testing of the COILReef™ will ultimately prove the final
dimension selection of the design, there are several specifications that will be met by the design
regardless of testing results. First, constructing the COILReef™ out of the selected titanium
material will satisfy the specifications for the device to be corrosion resistant, durable, non-toxic,
biocompatible for marine life growth, and lightweight. Second, the geometry of the coil also allows
for the COILReef™ to be extremely lightweight and easy to handle/move. The main function of
the COILReef™, to dissipate wave energy, will only be satisfied once the results of testing are
known. Because mathematical models are not readily available to evaluate the feasibility of the
COILReef™ and CFD simulations require many assumptions, physical testing of the device is the
primary way to understand the behavior of the selected dimensions. With this emphasis on physical
testing, CFD simulations were still used to enhance our understanding of how the coil interacts
with wave energy, as well as to reinforce our physical testing results.

5.3) Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
In preparation to move forward in the design process with any testing and manufacturing, the team
has considered the safety risks and hazards pertaining to the COILReef™. The team created the
Design Hazard Checklist and Design Hazard Plan shown in Appendix I. These documents focus
the attention of the team on the potential hazards and evaluate if they are present in our design.
Boxes that are checked “yes” in the checklist require special attention in the plan which describes
the hazard and a list of corrective actions to take place. The team also performed a Failure Modes
& Effects Analysis (FMEA) shown in Appendix K to review the design and evaluate how to
improve it. The focus of this was on ways in which the design might fail to perform its functions
and how these failures may affect the customer.

5.4) Cost Analysis
The material of choice for the COILReef™ is 0.0315” x 1.458” titanium strap. This material is
widely available and is sold in rolls by the foot or pound. For our specific project, our sponsor
acquired the material for $9/lb. Figure 19 below displays the calculated total cost per coil prototype
using the price of $9/lb and using an average weight for our 4 verification prototypes that the team
will fabricate. This bill of materials also includes the purchased items used to build the wave tank.
The material weight per coil was calculated using Solidworks mass properties calculator for each
of the four prototypes, then averaged to calculate the total cost per coil. Once testing is completed
and final dimensions are selected, a more specific cost estimate will be achieved. For perspective,
our lightest prototype has a weight of 2.87 lb while the heaviest weighs in at 10.69 lb. With that
being said, the final dimension selection will have a direct impact on the cost per coil.
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COILReef™
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assy Level

Part
Number
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2
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------
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1
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1
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Amazon PZRT

2
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-
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2
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1
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-
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2
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$

-
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2
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1
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1
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2
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1
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$ 17.88

Amazon SNT-POWER

2
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1
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$ 33.00
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2
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1
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2
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2
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Total Parts
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Figure 19. Indented Bill of Materials displaying the total average cost per assembled device.
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Chapter 6: Manufacturing
This chapter will explain the team procurement and build activities including fabrication of the
verification prototypes which were used to verify the design during physical testing. The following
sections will entail the procurement of material, manufacturing process, and assembly procedure.

6.1) Procurement
Procurement of all materials and equipment needed for manufacturing has been completed and
sourced from the team sponsor Professor Benham. Raw material including the titanium strap
needed to fabricate the structural prototypes has been provided by Professor Benham and was
delivered to the team in early April. This titanium was sourced from a metal shop local to the
sponsor in Orange County. Equipment needed for the fabrication process have also been delivered
to the team from the sponsor in early April. The team received equipment necessary for fabrication
from the sponsor including: one Chicago Electric 120V Spot Welder and one Eastwood 19” Elite
Metal Bead Roller and Power Drive System. The remainder of equipment necessary for
manufacturing are available at the Mustang 60 shop on campus and include: Sheet metal shear and
a large vise.

6.2) Verification Prototype Manufacturing
The manufacturing for the verification prototypes included fabrication of four COILReef™ coils
at varying parameters for the important factors such as coil diameter and coil spacing. These design
parameters were chosen according to the capability of the wave pool the team will be testing in at
the Ravine Water Park. This wave pool is powered by a 60 hp blower which produces 2-2.5 ft
waves at a period of 2-4 seconds. All four verification models are 6ft in length. The design
parameters include the following configurations shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Verification Test Prototype Configurations
Prototype 1
Prototype 2
Prototype 3
Prototype 4

Diameter (in)
24
12
24
12

Coil Spacing (in)
8
8
4
4

The manufacturing process for the COILReef™ device followed the following procedure and used
Prototype 2 as reference dimensions. First, the length of material needed for the coil ribs and
material band was measured. Next, the sheet metal shear was used to cut two 6ft pieces of titanium
strap to be used as the two coil ribs. Then the sheet metal shear was used to cut 57ft of titanium
strap to be used as the material band (this length was obtained through a CAD model and verified
by a calculation of coil circumference multiplied by how many coils there will be, which is
determined by the length of the coil rib and spacing between coils). Now all the material and
components are cut. Second, the Eastwood 19” Elite Metal Bead Roller and Power Drive System
was used to bead roll the two coil ribs. This process adds strength and stiffness to the coil rib. The
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manufacturers' manual and safety precautions were followed when using any equipment. The bead
roller was fixed securely in a vise when used. All components were then ready for assembly.

6.3) Verification Prototype Assembly
To assemble the components, the inside of the coil ribs were measured and marked at locations
where the coils will contact the ribs. For prototype 2, a mark was made every 8 inches with a
marker. Next, the Chicago Electric 120V Spot Welder was used to join the material band to the
coil ribs. Figure 20 below shows the configuration of spot welding the coil material band to the
coil rib.

Figure 20. Spot Welding of Coil Material Band to Coil Rib
As stated before, the manufacturers manual and safety precautions were followed when using any
equipment. This next step also required two people as displayed in Figure 21. Starting on the end
of one coil rib, a pair of vise grip locking plyers were used to hold the two metal components (coil
rib and material band) in place. Four spot welds were performed to securely join the material band
to the coil rib. One team member began to form a coil shape in the material band that meets the
coil rib at the next mark (8in down the rib), while the other teammate measured the diameter with
a tape measure. For this prototype, the desired diameter is 12 inches (1 ft). When the desired
diameter was obtained, the vise grip locking plyers were used to hold the two metal components
in place. Four spot welds were then performed, and this process continued down the entirety of the
coil rib. At this point, the material band was completely coiled and connected to one coil rib. Next,
the second coil rib was aligned so it is parallel with the other rib, and spot welds were performed
at all contact point of the coil, ensuring that they are 8in spacing between coils.
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Figure 21. Spot Welding Process

6.4) Wave Tank Manufacturing
During the beginning weeks of Fall Quarter 2021, it was decided after discussions with coach
Rossman and the sponsor Professor Benham for the team to design and build a wave tank to be
used for small-scaled testing of the COILReef™ design. Construction of a wave tank allowed for
more controlled testing waves and more rapid testing ability as well as providing a visual display
to be shown at the Senior Project EXPO.
The manufacturing and assembly process of the wave tank executed by the team follows this
process. First, the team purchased the tank online and picked it up from a local third-party seller.
The wedge was formed by carving the shape out of green floral foam then fiber glassing over it.
Two t-slot quad tracks were then attached to the inside of the tank with epoxy. Next, long Simpson
metal straps were attached to the V-Wheel roller plates with screws, then attached to back of the
fiber glassed wedge using epoxy. Next, the rack and pinion were 3D-printed using the printer in
the Mustang-60 Shop. The Rack was then attached to the wedge using epoxy with reinforcement
from hot glue. A straight piece of scrap wood was then attached using epoxy and hot glue to the
backside of the rack to provide support and make it more rigid. Next, the beach, motor mount,
support fixtures, and coil holding fixtures were fabricated using scrap wood. Wood pieces were
measured and cut to length using the miter saw and table saw in Mustang 60 Shop. Next, slots
were cut using the routing table in the Mustang 60 Shop. Wood pieces were then sanded, routed
around the edges, and finished with teak oil. The motor mount was then drilled into a wood piece
to fix it in place, and the pinon gear was hot glued to the stepper motor shaft. Figure 22 shows the
completed wave tank assembly filled with water with a test coil prototype in the tank.
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Figure 22. Wave Tank Assembly
The stepper motor assembly is shown in Figure 23 below. The stepper motor was programmed to
rotate over a specified radius at a specified acceleration and maximum speed, and then upon
reaching the specified radius, the motor returns to its initial position. This motion happens
cyclically, which then produces waves of constant height and frequency in the tank. The stepper
motor was coded using an Arduino One, which receives the developed code from a computer and
sends it to a microcontroller, which was setup according to the specifications of the motor itself.
The final code utilizes built-in Arduino functionality, in which the final input parameters are
reduced simply to final motor radial position, acceleration, and maximum speed. These parameters
were changed until a wave of desired height was produced.

Figure 23. Stepper Motor Assembly
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The design parameters for small scale testing prototypes used in wave tank testing included the
following configurations shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Small Scale Test Prototype Configurations
Prototype 1
Prototype 2
Prototype 3
Prototype 4

Diameter (in)
4
2
4
2

Coil Spacing (in)
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5

Figure 24 below displays the fabricated wave tank test prototypes. The process to manufacture
these prototypes began by using a shear to cut the raw titanium wire material to length. The wire
was then manually wound around a 2-inch or 4-inch (depending on the diameter size of the
prototype) metal cylinder fixed in a vise. Coil Ribs were then cut to length and marked to the
appropriate coil spacing. Next, the wound coil was stretched to the desired coil spacing and
attached to the coil ribs with safety wire ties. The ends of the coils were then bent straight so they
can be inserted into the wooden fixture slots in the tank.

Figure 24. Manufactured Wave Tank Test Prototypes
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6.5) Outsourcing
There was no outsourcing of manufacturing as all processes was performed in house (on campus
at Cal Poly) and all material was provided by the sponsor.

6.6) Challenges
The team faced a few unforeseen challenges during the construction of the verification prototypes
including the initial use of an underpowered spot welder. Until using the 240V spot welder
available in the Aero lab on campus, the use of the 120V spot welder provided by our sponsor
produced welds in our coils. The coils themselves were also constructed out of sheet metal of a
thin enough gauge where they were flexible, especially at larger coil diameters. This created
problems for the team, as the coils were expected to remain rigid rather than allow for material
displacement.

6.7) Recommendations for Future Production
The team believes that a recommendation for future production would be to bead roll the coils in
addition to the support arms. The bead rolling gives the coil more stability and structure, to not
only reduce flexibility and bending but also better withstand the energy of a wave. Also, it is crucial
to have a powerful enough spot welder, preferably a 240 V. It would also be valuable to have a
device that can automatically roll coils of a specific diameter, rather than doing it by hand and
measuring each loop on the coil to ensure its sizing is accurate.

Chapter 7: Design Verification
This chapter explains the plan executed by the team to confirm that the prototypes will meet all
the design specifications. The Design Verification Plan (DVP) table is used to document the
completed tests with the prototypes to verify the design meets its goals. This table can be
referenced in Appendix L.

7.1) Evaluation of Specifications
This section will discuss how each specification was evaluated and tested. The first two
specifications of the COILReef™ pertain to the physical size and shape, which are desirable as the
COILReef™ will be drastically lighter and smaller than many current solutions to controlling
beach erosion. Weight will be measured using a scale and size will be evaluated by measuring the
coil diameter, spacing, material width, and overall length with a tape measure. The third
specification of wave energy dissipation will be evaluated by the wave height reduction and motion
measurements on the wave. Measurements will be made using waterproof accelerometers placed
in front of and behind the coil prototypes. Wave height will be measured from the wave trough to
its crest using a camera apparatus and physical reference scale. Data from the waterproof
accelerometers will also be used by integrating twice over time to give a position value of the wave
height displacement. The last specification of simulating a coil response will be evaluated and
tested using Ansys CFD software. This test will simulate the COILReef™ response with the
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specified dimensions and input condition settings to show visually how the ocean waves will
respond. This test will also produce measurable results including wave height reduction.

7.2) Wave Pool Testing
Preliminary testing of wave height reduction caused by the COILReef™ took place on May 18,
2021, at the Ravine Waterpark in Paso Robles, Ca. The wave pool at the Ravine produced wave
peaks about two feet high from trough to crest with a period of about four seconds. We conducted
sixteen total tests in about four hours with four different prototypes. The parameters tested are
shown in Table 5 below.
Table 5. List of high and low parameters to be tested
Coil Diameter (in)

Coil Spacing (in)

Depth (in) *

Angle (deg) *

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

24

12

8in

4in

24

0

45

0

* The parameter of depth refers to how far below the surface of the water the top of the coil sits, if the water were still.
The angle parameter refers to the angle at which the wave and the coil interact, with 0 degrees referring to a completely
perpendicular interaction, and 45 degrees referring to a 45-degree offset from this position.

To accomplish these tests, fixtures were constructed using commercially available umbrella bases
and 1.5-inch diameter EMT conduit for the uprights shown in Figure 25 below. Conduit hangars
were used in conjunction with eye bolts, spring clips, and zip ties to secure each prototype to the
fixtures. The wave pool operation consisted of a ten-minute “on” period of waves followed by a
ten-minute “off” period with no waves. To minimize our time in the pool, we conducted two tests
per ten-minute “on” period. The simplest and safest parameter to alter during the “on” period was
the angle. This was accomplished by dragging one of the fixtures toward shore until the coil was
angled about 45 degrees to the oncoming waves. During the “off” period, we switched out the
prototypes and adjusted the depth by sliding the conduit hangars up or down the uprights.
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Figure 25. Fixture post and clamp carabiner set up
One of the main challenges faced during testing was selecting the best peak in the pool to conduct
the test. The wave pool was set to deliver waves in a double diamond pattern, meaning that the
waves formed peaks across the pool instead of travelling as a single wave front like most ocean
waves. Another challenge was the pool bottom was sloped so that one side of the pool was about
four feet deep while the opposite side was only two feet deep. To place our largest diameter coil
at a depth of two feet, we needed to select the deeper side of the pool. It was also brought to our
attention after the first few tests that one of the actuating valves controlling the wave output was
failing so the wave height on our test day was significantly smaller than usual. All constraints
considered; we selected a peak on the deep side of the pool to conduct all our tests. Figure 26 and
Figure 27 below provide context of the wave pool testing set up and the fixture apparatus.

Figure 26. Image of the 12-inch diameter coil with 4 inch spacing placed at surface level and
angled 45 degrees.
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Figure 27. Underwater view of the coil interacting with oncoming waves.
To measure the wave height before and after the COILReef™, we deployed waterproof Onset
HOBO® Pendant™ accelerometers (see Figure 28 below) attached to fishing bobbers and tethered
to weights at the pool bottom. The accelerometers were fixed such that the y-axis recorded the
vertical acceleration of the waves. The acceleration data can be integrated with respect to time to
get the vertical displacement of the waves.

Figure 28. Close up image of the Onset HOBO® Pendant™ accelerometer
A Sony a6500 camera was fixed to a tripod to record video of the profile of each wave as it passed
through the COILReef™. A vertical stick of wood with painted black stripes was mounted to the
pool wall opposite the camera to be used as a reference height. With this footage, we can compare
the wave height before and after the COILReef™ using the reference to identify any height
reduction.
Data collected from testing could not be used to draw conclusions due to a significant observation
made. As a result of the loose fixturing set up of the coil prototypes with carabiners zip ties, the
coils were rotating with the water particles as the wave passed through it. This was a beneficial
observation to visualize the coil moving in the circular motion of the rotating wave particles, and
lead to the understanding that the coil needs to be rigidly fixed in place to have full effect on wave
dissipation.
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7.3) CFD Testing
To perform an accurate test with CFD software, it is imperative to set the correct phase materials,
mesh size, solver method, and boundary conditions. While many people purpose their entire career
toward producing accurate CFD simulations, the team immersed themselves in many CFD study
materials and tutorials to learn the basic set up for this type of experiment. The first step in
observing the response of a wave to the COILReef™ was to properly set up a control wave inside
the numerical wave tank. Figure 29 shows the boundary conditions selected for the numerical wave
tank, however the dimensions of the tank for this test are not true to the diagram.

Figure 29. Example of a boundary conditions for a numerical wave tank [17].
Starting on the left side of the tank, a velocity inlet was selected to produce a wave height of 0.6
m (close to the wave height produced at the Ravine Waterpark) and a wavelength of 7 m. The free
surface level of the air/water interface was selected to be half of the total tank height. A pressure
outlet was chosen for the right side of the tank to allow the wave to exit the tank with minimal
reflection off the boundary. The top of the tank was also selected to be a pressure outlet so that
pressure at the air/water interface would remain at one atmosphere. The sides and bottom of the
tank were set as walls with zero shear forces so that they would not influence the fluid motion or
produce boundary layers. Lastly, a damping zone (also called a numerical beach) was placed near
the pressure outlet to absorb the wave energy and prevent any backwash from occurring. Two
cases – one with insufficient damping and one with sufficient damping – are compared below in
Figure 30 and Figure 31.
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Figure 30. CFD control wave simulation with backwash reflected off the pressure outlet.

Figure 31. CFD control wave simulation with sufficient damping to prevent backwash.
Once the boundary conditions had been set, it was also imperative to simplify the model to meet
the computational power available to us. The first simplification was made by decreasing the tank
width to capture only two revolutions of the coil. We believed this was the minimum width that
would still allow the coil to interact with the wave and behave the same as a full width coil. The
tank length was also selected to be long enough to observe the wave propagation while still
achieving full damping at the pressure outlet. Ansys Fluent software has also made some large
improvements to their platform in recent years. One of those is the ability to split the processing
power between the cores in a machine. For our case, we were working with a four-core processor,
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so the software was able to efficiently divide the computation workload between the four cores.
While this did reduce computational time, the first attempts to create a control wave simulation
took many days. Also, the computer being used must be solely dedicated to the simulation and
cannot handle any other processes occurring simultaneously. Another significant improvement
that Ansys has made recently is the ability to deploy adaptive meshing. Typically, this tank would
be set up with a fine mesh near the air/water interface and coarser mesh everywhere else. Adaptive
meshing allowed for us to coarsely mesh the entire tank and once the calculation began, the
software would automatically refine the area around the air/water interface, then re-coarsen the
cells after the interface had passed by. Using all these simplifications, the control wave simulations
in Figures 30 and 31 were completed in about 20 hours.
After about ten months of experimenting with different set up parameters and enduring painfully
slow calculation times, the team was made aware of a high-performance cluster (HPC) in the
Aerospace engineering department on campus. This HPC, called BISHOP, is a Linux based cluster
available to remotely submit jobs at up to 24 cores per job for students. Once we obtained access
and converted the complete set up in Ansys to a script file, we were able to submit jobs and
troubleshoot much faster than with the four-core computer. Figure 32 depicts a snapshot of the
final control wave with all the parameters set correctly for this experiment.

Figure 32. Snapshot of the final control wave animation at 9 seconds
Once the control wave was completed, we decided to set up a single test of a coil response in the
interest of time. Based on our findings from testing at the Ravine Waterpark, the largest diameter
coil with the small spacing seemed to have the most effect on the passing waves. Therefore, we
chose to mimic Test 9 as seen in Figure 33 and Figure 34 .
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Figure 33. Isometric view of Test 9 at 9 seconds of simulation time

Figure 34. Side view of Test 9 at 9 seconds of simulation time
The team was able to compute 10 seconds of flow time in about 24 hours with a total of 3.5 million
cells. From the animation, it is difficult to conclude how much dampening was caused by the coil
and how much is caused by the numerical beach. When overlayed with the control wave, however,
there is a significant reduction in wave height at the same location along the tank at the same flow
time. To get accurate CFD results, however, it is important to run multiple simulations with
different mesh sizes to rule out results that are dependent on the mesh. It is also important to use
boundary layer inflation control so that the flow near the surface of the coil could be accurately
captured. Due to time constraints, a mesh independence study was not conducted nor was inflation
control added to the simulation to simplify the problem. As tempting as it is to make a conclusion
based on the animation comparisons, the results may or may not be accurate and should be treated
as invalid at this time.

7.4) Wave Tank Testing
To obtain readily available test results on a small scale, the team constructed a wave tank assembly.
The waves are created with a molded fiberglass wedge that slides along a vertical track and is
controlled by a rack and pinion mounted to a stepper motor. To prevent backwash from disturbing
the incoming wave forms, a wooden plank was used to imitate a beach. The beach angle of 12
degrees was carefully selected through trial and error to ensure adequate dampening in the shortest
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possible distance. The team installed a glass pane down the middle of the tank to simultaneously
compare wave heights of a wave with a coil and without a coil.
The team executed a 23 full factorial test with 22 replicates using the wave tank and performed
statistical analysis using JMP Pro software. Four test prototypes were fabricated with each
combination of coil diameter (4in and 2in) and coil spacing (0.5in and 1.5in). 3 factors including
coil diameter, coil spacing, and coil depth were tested at two different levels (high and low). 23
replicates allowed for the greatest difference to detect (.5 sigma). Results are discussed below.
Initial observations can be gained from the multi-variable graph shown in Figure 35. From this
graph, it can be presumed coil diameter and spacing may be significant factors as there are shifts
with the changing levels.
Variability Chart for Wave Height
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Variability Summary for Wave Height
Wave Height
Coil Diameter[2]
Coil Diameter[4]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[0.5]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[1.5]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[0.5]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[1.5]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[0.5] Coil Depth[-4]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[0.5] Coil Depth[0]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[1.5] Coil Depth[-4]
Coil Diameter[2] Coil Spacing[1.5] Coil Depth[0]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[0.5] Coil Depth[-4]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[0.5] Coil Depth[0]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[1.5] Coil Depth[-4]
Coil Diameter[4] Coil Spacing[1.5] Coil Depth[0]

Mean
2.627515
2.818523
2.436507
2.574591
3.062454
2.029732
2.843282
2.439416
2.709766
3.004212
3.120696
2.155539
1.903925
2.733018
2.953547

Std Dev
0.777325
0.691942
0.814138
0.554543
0.734447
0.679795
0.735056
0.667913
0.381164
0.704147
0.775617
0.732271
0.613894
0.870359
0.568634

CV
29.58402
24.54983
33.41416
21.53906
23.98231
33.49185
25.85238
27.38005
14.0663
23.43866
24.85396
33.97158
32.24358
31.84607
19.25259

Std Err
Mean Lower 95% Upper 95% Minimum Maximum
Range Median Observations
0.058593
2.511875
2.743155 0.010769 4.359184 4.348415 2.681596
176
0.073761
2.671914
2.965131 0.420009 4.359184 3.939175 2.85146
88
0.086787
2.264008
2.609007 0.010769
4.05666 4.045891 2.463269
88
0.0836
2.405995
2.743187 0.420009 3.503991 3.083982 2.547957
44
0.110722
2.839162
3.285747
1.09359 4.359184 3.265594 3.132934
44
0.102483
1.823055
2.236408 0.010769
3.42371 3.41294 1.972769
44
0.110814
2.619805
3.06676
1.33884
4.05666 2.71782 2.926846
44
0.1424
2.14328
2.735553 0.420009 3.503991 3.083982 2.504634
22
0.081264
2.540767
2.878764 2.223404 3.417346 1.193942 2.575125
22
0.150125
2.692011
3.316414
1.09359
4.05666 2.96307 3.07566
22
0.165362
2.776807
3.464585 1.170934 4.359184 3.18825 3.132934
22
0.156121
1.830868
2.480209
0.50029
3.42371 2.923419 2.074835
22
0.130883
1.63174
2.17611 0.010769 2.932231 2.921461 1.972769
22
0.185561
2.347122
3.118913
1.33884
4.05666 2.71782 2.953035
22
0.121233
2.701429
3.205665 1.732904 3.907846 2.174942 2.926846
22

Figure 35. Multivariable chart
Figure 36 below displays a Pareto chart and the P-values for the different factors. Coil spacing and
Coil Diameter both have P-values much less than 5%, which indicates they are significant factors.

Sorted Parameter Estimates
Term
Coil Spacing(0.5,1.5)
Coil Diameter(2,4)
Coil Diameter*Coil Spacing
Coil Diameter*Coil Depth
Coil Depth(-4,0)
Coil Spacing*Coil Depth

Estimate
0.3253534
-0.191008
0.0814218
-0.05224
0.0444685
0.0397847

Std Error t Ratio
0.051345
6.34
0.051345
-3.72
0.051345
1.59
0.051345
-1.02
0.051345
0.87
0.051345
0.77

Figure 36. Pareto Chart and P-values
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Prob>|t|
<.0001*
0.0003*
0.1147
0.3104
0.3877
0.4395

Figure 37 describes the confidence intervals associated with each factor. Coil Diameter and Coil
Spacing both have confidence intervals that do not include zero, which leads to the conclusion that
they are significant factors.

Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Coil Diameter(2,4)
Coil Spacing(0.5,1.5)
Coil Depth(-4,0)
Coil Diameter*Coil Spacing
Coil Diameter*Coil Depth
Coil Spacing*Coil Depth

Estimate
2.6275149
-0.191008
0.3253534
0.0444685
0.0814218
-0.05224
0.0397847

Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| Lower 95% Upper 95%
0.051345 51.17 <.0001* 2.5261539 2.7288758
0.051345
-3.72 0.0003*
-0.292369
-0.089647
0.051345
6.34 <.0001* 0.2239925 0.4267144
0.051345
0.87 0.3877
-0.056892 0.1458295
0.051345
1.59 0.1147
-0.019939 0.1827827
0.051345
-1.02 0.3104
-0.153601 0.0491212
0.051345
0.77 0.4395
-0.061576 0.1411456

Figure 37. Parameter Estimates and Confidence Intervals
Figure 38 represents a prediction profiler maximizing the desirability of minimizing wave height.
Based on the collected data and analysis, the greatest coil diameter, smallest coil spacing, and
surface depth will result in the greatest wave height reduction.

Figure 38. Prediction Profiler of Optimized Design

Chapter 8: Project Management
8.1) The Design Process Plan
The overall design process for this project consisted of several tasks, milestones, and deliverables
that followed the plan to define, create, evaluate, specify, build, and test. Figure 39 below
illustrates this process along with the different tasks and milestones included during each step of
the process.
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Figure 39. Senior Project Process Roadmap [14]
The project process began with background research of existing solutions and stakeholder needs
and wants for mitigating coastal erosion. After conducting preliminary research, the team created
a problem definition, performed the Quality Function Deployment as aforementioned, created a
project plan Gantt chart, and created this report that defines the scope of work. The team then
performed ideation and used other analysis tools to select the concept design direction. The Gantt
chart created for this project is attached in Appendix C. A Gantt chart is a valuable tool to aid in
creating a project plan by considering all the tasks needed to complete and meet the deliverable
deadlines of the project. The Gantt chart includes project milestones, tasks completed, and tasks
the team will need to complete that are organized by date and with correlations to other tasks. The
Gantt chart supports Table 6 shown below which illustrates the key milestones of the project with
their descriptions and completion dates.
Table 6. Project Timeline of Key Milestones
Key Milestone
Scope of Work (SOW)
Preliminary Design Review
(PDR)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Verification Prototype Sign-off
Final Design Review (FDR)

Description
Project definition, outline, and plan
Documentation of design direction and initial
design solutions for sponsor approval
Justification for final design describing final
design, testing plan, and verification plans
Sign off of verification prototype and safety
considerations
Final design solution and showcase of project
expo poster
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Completion Date
2/4/2021
3/4/2021
5/6/2021
10/21/2021
12/2/2021

While the above table describes the major deliverable milestones for this project, there are many
intermediate steps that were required to reach these goals. The most important step before
submitting the CDR was to select a final design. While this project was more of a feasibility study
than a design project, it was imperative to have some method of selecting coil dimensions to test
against. After careful consideration, the team decided to test the dimensions mentioned in Table 4.
These dimensions were selected based on our own intuition as well as guidance from our sponsor
and professors. With these dimensions selected, we then built prototypes to be tested at the Ravine
Waterpark as well as for the wave tank that we constructed.
Overall, the project stayed on course but with many, many hurdles to overcome along the way.
Initially, a lot of hope was placed in the CFD simulations to produce accurate results that could be
analyzed. This was partly due to the pandemic interfering with the ability to meet as a team and
work together in person. However, the learning curve for CFD proved to be very steep and results
were not achieved until the week of the exposition. Thankfully, the team had the foresight to
quickly construct a physical wave tank in the weeks prior to the exposition to complete the
necessary testing. If the team were to start this project again, CFD most likely would have been
avoided and more time dedicated to design and construction of the wave tank. It also would have
been beneficial to do another round of testing at the Ravine as well as in the ocean to collect more
robust data.

Chapter 9: Conclusions and Recommendations
The proposed project of the COILReef™ by Cal Poly Professor Roger Benham was presented in
this document with background research, objectives, and the project plan which was executed to
complete the project withing the timeframe. This Final Design Review was written to detail the
results of the final design and tests. The main goal of the project was to produce results from
theoretical simulation and physical testing that will support the feasibility and use of the
COILReef™. There are many current products that aim to solve the issue of dissipating ocean
wave energy to mitigate coastal erosion, but there are many downfalls to these solutions. Most
current solutions are highly expensive and permanent installations, that can produce adverse
effects such as an increasing beach erosion or negatively impacting the environment. The
implementation of the COILReef™ aims to dissipate ocean wave energy, provide enhanced marine
and biological growth, and produce enhanced action sport recreational use of coastal areas. The
fabrication method, cost benefits, and removability of this invention allows for either temporary,
trial basis, or low-cost removal of the system.
Through our testing, our team found that out of the coils designed at minimum and maximum
parameters, the coil with the greatest diameter and smallest spacing created the most noticeable
reduction in wave height which is representative of the greatest dissipation in wave energy.
However, the data to support this conclusion was found in a small-scale wave tank test using
accelerometers with a relatively large uncertainty to map displacement. One recommendation for
future development and testing of the coils would be to make large-scale prototypes that can be
tested in the ocean with the same accelerometer setup. This would better offset the uncertainty of
the accelerometers and give more significant data which could be better utilized for future research.
Additionally, creating a test fixture in which a single wave’s height could be measured both before
and after passing through the coil simultaneously could prove to increase the ease of data
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collection, as well as provide significant data for wave energy dissipation comparisons. The
placement of fixed-point ends in the ocean is critical to gathering usable data for ocean testing.
One of the limitations of testing in the ocean would be the consistency of the wave height along
the length the COILReef™. On one end, the wave might be four feet while on the other end the
wave might be three feet. Further research must go into finding out how to make the coil effective
when the wave height is not constant. Regarding the CFD simulations, further verification is
needed to validate the results as mentioned at the end of section 7.3. We recommend a mesh
independence study and the use of inflation control to obtain usable data that can be compared
with the physical test data.
While there are many things the team would do differently if given the opportunity to do this
project again, the team is grateful for what was learned along the way. It is our sincerest hope that
further testing is conducted to fully optimize the dimensions of the COILReef™. The team
believes this project is a viable solution to the problem of beach erosion and wish Professor
Benham great success in his continued research and testing.
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02-Feb-2021].
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Appendix C: Gantt Chart
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Appendix D: COILReef™ Patent
Removable reef and barricade system, appurtenances, and means of manufacture
ID #: US20200208365A1
Patent Pending
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200208365A1/en?oq=20200208365
R. A. Benham, “US20200208365A1 - Removable reef and barricade system, appurtenances, and
means of manufacture,” Google Patents. [Online]. Available:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200208365A1/en?oq=20200208365. [Accessed:
02-Feb-2021].
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Appendix E: Google Jamboard Brainstorming
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Appendix F: Ideation Models
CONCEPT

DESCRIPTION

Wave Energy Wall

The force of the waves
generated on a wall that
allows for indents to occur.
See how much force was
produced before and after the
coil was inserted. This led me
to the Wave energy bucket
idea.

Wave Energy Bucket

Buckets are placed behind the
wall after the coil is placed. If
these buckets fill up then that
means that the coil was able
to create a bigger wave filled
with more energy. If these
buckets are not filled then that
means the coil is dissipating
wave energy.

Light diffracting through coil
to see areas of
interference.

This ideation model
represents a Model of a light
wave test for constructive and
destructive interference
through the COILReef™.
This idea is to learn how light
waves interact with the Coil
Reef device, to help predict
its application in the water.

A controlled frequency
amplified through a speaker
into the coil may produce
Sound diffracting through coil areas of reduced or increased
to detect audible interference
amplitude. This interference
could be easily measured with
a decibel meter sweeping
behind the coil.

F-1

IMAGE

Simulation of a wave through
the coil using CFD software

Wave pool prototype testing

Buoyant Force Testing

In CAD, a coil and enclosing
volume were drawn and
imported into ANSYS Fluent.
A simulation of a wave
travelling through the coil can
be calculated with physical
accuracy. Certainly, this
method of testing the coil is
an excellent way to get
accurate results, The result of
this animation will be a
complete visualization of the
entire water column with
multiple waves travelling
through the coil. With CFD
software, both qualitative and
quantitative measurements
can be taken once a wave has
passed through the coil.
This ideation model
represents physical testing of
a COILReef™ prototype
model in a wave pool. The
new ideas generated from this
model include different wave
pool options, different
orientations of the coil in the
wave pool, how we plan to
hold the coil in place during
testing, and how we plan to
collect data results.
This ideation model
represents some sort of
buoyant fixture holding
COILReef™ in place in the
water. This ideation model
generated new ideas of
materials to use if we decide
to test the coil reef at the
surface of the ocean/water,
rather than at the floor or
submerged.

F-2

Simlab Simulation Test

This ideation model is a
model of a particle field in the
SimLab Composer software.
This is a software professor
Benham has used in the past
and recommended we look
into as it may be useful in
animating net resultant forces
of a coil in a field of rotating
particles.

Wind Tunnel Test

This is an idea created by
using a wind tunnel to test the
response of fluid motion
through the coil. If it is
possible to create a turbulent
rotating fluid motion through
the tunnel, it may be possible
to evaluate the interaction of
fluid particles in the
COILReef™.

Accelerometer Beach Testing

This ideation model
represents a test in which
multiple coils are deployed,
and an accelerometer is used
to measure both the frequency
and height of the waves as
they interact with the product.
This would be compared to
similar data recorded without
the presence of the
COILReef™ and is a means
of measuring wave energy
(and its dissipation).

Floating Adjustable Angle
Device

This model displays a concept
in which a floating platform
resides above the
COILReef™ fixture. Two
cords adjustable in length
hang from the platform and
attach to the COILReef™.
Because each cord is
independently adjustable, the
angle of the COILReef™
F-2

could be changed quickly,
allowing vital information to
be efficiently recorded.

Hand Calculations

This development behind this
product delves deep into the
field of fluid dynamics.
Collaboration with
professional engineers in the
field of fluid mechanics will
hopefully prove to be
beneficial in developing the
theory behind the
COILReef™.
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Appendix G: Pugh Matrices
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Appendix H: 2020 SURP Poster

Metallography

Biogenesis Coil Results

Spot Welded Tensile Testing

Biogenesis Coupon Tests

After 49 days, large invertebrates like
barnacles and rock scallops were observed
attached to the large coil. Other signs of life
and organisms present included nematode
eggs and worms. Some of these organisms can
be seen in the figure below
Up to 50 days, the small coil was covered
mainly in slimes and algae. Like the large coil,
nematode eggs and white worms were also
observed.

Heat treating in a non-vacuum environment
above the beta transus for a longer period of
time will lead to smaller alpha grains and
more alpha casing. But at shorter times,
larger alpha phase grains will appear with
less alpha casing

The figure above shows biofouling load rates
as a result of surface finish and submersion
depth. The average rate for each condition
was calculated by subtracting the average
initial dry mass from the average wet mass
measurements taken on the pier before
calculating a rate in kg/(
y).

Coil Designs

Conclusions
• Biogenesis rates of titanium are more
dependent on the depth than surface
roughness above 23.25 feet
• The uniform fractures exhibited a slightly
higher tensile strength than the non-uniform
fractures when using a displacement rate of 1
mm/min on resistance spot welded sheets
• The longer the heat treatment above the beta
transus, the greater the depth of alpha
casing
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Appendix I: Design Hazard Checklist and Plan
DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Team: COILReef™
Y

Faculty Coach: _Rossman___

N
1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including
pinch points and sheer points?
2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will you have any non-grounded electrical systems?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage (above 40 V) in the system?
10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights
or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design
or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Could the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc.?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.

For any “Y” responses, complete a row in your Design Hazard Plan including (a) a description of the
hazard, (b) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (c) the date you plan to complete the actions.
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Appendix I: Design Hazard Checklist and Plan
Planned Actual
Date
Date

Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action

Sharp Edges in the system

All sharp edges will be smoothed and system
will be handled wearing protective gloves

3/2/2021

COILReef™ will be tested
and exposed to extreme
environmental conditions
such as in the ocean

Create and follow procedures for safe work
in the anticipated conditions

5/18/2021

Possibility of unsafe use
of the system

Never work alone to ensure all team members
are safe and using proper safety equipment.

3/2/2021
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Appendix J: Detailed Drawing
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Appendix K: Failure Modes & Effects Analysis (FMEA)
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Appendix L: Design Verification Plan & Report (DVPR)
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

COILReef™ Wave Energy Dissipation

Sponsor:

Professor Roger Benham

Edit Date: 11/15/21

TEST PLAN
Test
#

Specification

Wave energy dissipation will be
measured using accelerometers placed
in front of and behind the Coil test
prototypes during testing at the Ravine
Water Park, in the ocean, and in the
wave tank

Wave height reduction

Simulate Coil
Response

1

2

3

Test Description

Wave energy
dissipation

Acceptance
Measurements
Criteria
wave height
Decrease
reduction,
wave height
motion
by 75%
measurements
of
accelerometer

TEST RESULTS
Required
Facilities/Equipment
Ravine Water Park
Wavepool,
waterproof
accelerometers, wave
tank assembly

Parts Needed

Responsibility

TIMING
Start date Finish date
5/18/21
11/15/21

Structural
prototypes with
varying design
factors

Kyle

Wave height will be measured from the wave height in Decrease
Ravine Water Park
trough to the crest with use of a camera feet and inches wave height Wavepool, wave tank
aparatus and physical reference scale
by 75%
assembly
during testing at the Ravine Water Park
and testing in the wave tank

Structural
prototypes with
varying design
factors

Cole

5/18/21

The simulation of the Coil prototype
response will be created in Ansys CFD
to produce observable results of how a
coil shaped geometry will react with an
incoming wave

Ansys CFD
software

Josh

6/12/21

wave energy
dissipation,
wave height
reduction

No Pass
Criteria,
response
created by
designed
inputs

Ansys CFD software

Page 1 of 1
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Numerical Results

Notes on Testing

(From Ravine Testing):
Video measurements
taken. Accelerometer
motion data recorded in 3
axes, and integrated twice
to show position
measurements.

(From Ravine Testing): No
significant distinction between
tests and prototypes regarding
wave energy dissipation or
wave height reduction.

11/15/21

Accelerometer motion
data recorded in 3 axes,
and integrated twice to
show position
measurements.

No factors are significant, but
diameter is the most significant
of all. Optimized design for
most wave height reduction is
Largest Coil Diameter, Smallest
spacing, and surface depth

11/15/21

Based on the animation,
the wave height appears
to diminish after passing
through the coil and is
significantly smaller than
the control wave at the
same X location within the
tank.

Mesh independence study was
not conducted and inflation
control was neglected for
simplification of solver.
Therefore, results should be
treated as inconclusive.

Print Date: 11/16/21
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COILReef™ Wave Energy Dissipation
Physical Testing
Background

Project Description

Construct, test, and investigate the design of a
coil-shaped structure intended to dissipate
ocean wave energy, thereby mitigating coastal
erosion. Perform theoretical simulation and
physical testing of the COILReef™ to
validate the concept.

Ravine Water Park Wave Pool
24 Full Factorial Test

Simulation Analysis

Final Design Prototypes

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

2 of 4
prototypes:

Test with coil (iso view) No coil (iso view)
• Large
diameter
• Small spacing
• 0.6 m wave
height
•7m
wavelength
Side view
Coil Test Prototypes:

Small Scale Wave Tank
23 Full Factorial Test

Top:
• 2ft
Diameter
• 8” Coil
Spacing
Bottom:
• 1ft Diameter
• 4” Coil Spacing

Side view

Current wave energy dissipation designs such as rock
jetties and breakwaters are high cost and permanent
solutions that sometimes produce undesirable effects.
The COILReef™ coil geometry is designed to cause
destructive interference to the rotational wave particle
motion. The fabrication method and removability of
this design allow for a low-cost alternative to existing
erosion control structures.

Wave Tank Test Prototypes

Coil 1:
• 4” Diameter
1
• 0.5” Coil Spacing
Coil 2:
• 4” Diameter
• 1.5” Coil Spacing
2
Coil 3:
3
• 2” Diameter
Include
your analysis and compare
• 0.5”
Coil Spacing
Coil 4: those results to your final tests.
• 2” Diameter
4
• 1.5”Coil Spacing

Wave Tank:

Manufacturing

Conclusions
3D
Print
Rack
&
Pinion

Cut Titanium Strip
metal to length

Bead Roll 2 Ribs and
Coil Material Band

Term
Coil Spacing(0.5,1.5)
Coil Diameter(2,4)
Coil Diameter*Coil Spacing
Coil Diameter*Coil Depth
Coil Depth(-4,0)
Coil Spacing*Coil Depth

Estimate
0.3253534
-0.191008
0.0814218
-0.05224
0.0444685
0.0397847

Std Error t Ratio
0.051345
6.34
0.051345
-3.72
0.051345
1.59
0.051345
-1.02
0.051345
0.87
0.051345
0.77

Prob>|t|
<.0001*
0.0003*
0.1147
0.3104
0.3877
0.4395

Coil spacing and diameter are significant factors

Woodwork Beach and fixture slots

Purchased Tank
Spot weld Coil Ribs to Material Band

Sorted Parameter Estimates

Fiber glassed
foam wedge
Epoxy t-slot
quad tracks to
tank & mount
rollers

I-2

Stepper
motor
assembly

Maximum effect of wave height reduction
occurs with largest coil diameter, smallest
spacing, and coil placed at surface depth

